Individual Plans:
Unlimited Plan: This plan is designed for patients in mid Missouri. It
includes in person oﬃce visits, 24/7 access to a doctor, test
scheduling, specialist referral, chronic disease management, anxiety
help, and so much more. We cover 90% of health care through this
program.
We also provide discounted labs and medications to the Unlimited Plan
member. We have deals with various specialists and radiology centers
to help you get low prices.
We are not insurance. We recommend that anyone that can aﬀord it get
health insurance.
Virtual + Free Meds Plan: This plan is designed for patients across the
nation. It includes 24/7 access to a doctor virtually (email, video chat,
text), wellness and sickness checks, specialist referral, anxiety help,
chronic disease management, and more. We cover 80% of health care
through this program. Through the Virtual + Free Medications Plan,
patients receive free shipping and free medications from our free
medication list.

Virtual Plan: This plan is designed for patients in all parts of Missouri.
We cover 80% of health care via our virtual program. We utilize a
program that we call “Virtual First.” This means that virtual visits may
start virtual and end in clinic (to check a urine, or listen to lungs). These
are still virtual visits and do not incur an extra charge. Additional
charges may occur if the patient chooses to be seen in clinic without
the request of a physician. Our virtual program includes the labs and
medicine at cost. We can also ship your medicine at cost (typically
about $2.60).

Business Plans:
We work with businesses of all types from small businesses to large
corporations. We can help you save money on self funded health plans
or help you provide a low cost health benefit. Whether you are in mid
Missouri near our main clinic, or hundreds of miles away, we can help.
Our virtual clinic for businesses can dramatically change your
company’s health plan. We have demonstrated lowering company
health plan costs by 40-50%. If it seems too good to be true, let us
come by and explain the program. Better yet, we will look at the data
from your plan and show you how we can save your company money
while providing a health plan that your employees value. Our
relationship-based structure creates a value for your staﬀ that far
exceeds its cost. Email jen@bigtreemedicalhome.com with questions.

